Value. Simplicity. Compliance.

Look to IBM for your PC and mobile device asset recovery strategy.

Does your business run a refresh program for employee mobile devices? Do you retire IT equipment that might have residual value?

There is an easy way to maximize return on the initial cost of your IT assets, decrease total cost of ownership, and offset the acquisition costs for new devices.

IBM Buyback Solutions are a fast and efficient way to transform used IT equipment and mobile devices into cash while helping you mitigate your financial risk in an environmentally compliant manner.

Recover maximum value for your organization’s retired PC and mobile devices

We buy your laptops, desktops, smartphones and tablets at fair market value.

Does this sound familiar?

We know that creating an optimized and sustainable asset recovery strategy is not always easy.

• Is your current disposition provider paying you what you feel your assets are worth?
• Are you incurring warehousing and inventory carrying costs for retired assets?
• Do you have a program for refresh but need a trusted disposition partner?
• Are you unsure about environmental and data privacy regulations?

IBM Buyback Solutions

We address your requirements with simple and flexible offerings.

• Tell us what equipment you are retiring and when it will be available.
• Receive our quote. We help you plan for execution—once or over time.
• Available for quantities as low as 100.
• As our client, you get access to:
  – A monthly grid with fixed buyback pricing
  – A web portal with visibility into the end-to-end process, from pickup to payment

Additional services

We help you create the best solution for environmental regulatory compliance.

• Recycling of assets that have no market value
• Arranging transportation and logistics to our refurbishing or recycling sites
• Financing of new PCs and mobile devices

A proven partner for your asset recovery strategy

We have the process and intellectual expertise you should expect.

• More than three decades of experience
• Worldwide reach into secondary used equipment markets for competitive pricing
• Global investment in comprehensive processes that help you maintain data security
• ISO-certified disposal process based on IBM’s industry-leading environmental commitment

Contact us

Contact us for a quote.
Call 1-866-426-4221
Learn more at ibm.co/2tRCdqo
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